Quilt as You Go Reversible Drunkards Path – no curved piecing!

In this class you will practice machine quilting while making the blocks for this quilt as you go project.
I will have lots of machine quilting pattern samples, both free motion and walking foot, for you to
choose from. This is fun! You cannot go wrong! If you are a beginner this will speed you along to
conquering your fears of machine quilting. If you are an experienced machine quilter you will simply
speed through this portion of the class and get a lot done!
An acrylic template is used to rotary cut the drunkards path but there is absolutely no curved piecing!
We will join the quilted, finished squares by machine. In the end, only the binding will need to be
added to complete this lap sized quilt.
Pictured are three versions of the same quilt – we will be doing the black and lime green one on the
far right, but you will learn other techniques and binding options.
Please do the ‘homework’ prior to class so that we have time to get through all the techniques.
This class is for the beginner as well as the experienced quilter. If you have questions concerning the
supplies listed on the reverse side please email me or call:
Joyce Grande 239-599-2965 or jgrande2@comcast.net

Tuesday, May 22, 2018

Project Supply List – to make a 45” x 54” lap quilt

9:00 am – 3:00 pm

Project Supply List - depending on what size block you end up with, the finished quilt will be
approx.. 45” x 54”

30 – 11” batting squares - try not to use warm & natural as it is a bit heavier and doesn’t drape too
easily. An 80/20 cotton/poly is best. If you have to buy batting try to find a fusible 80/20 or even Pellon
987F which is a single sided fusible you can get in JoAnn’s and use a coupon; 3 yards will be plenty for
the entire project. Don’t get hung up on this – bring what you can!
30 – 11” fabric squares – you can use all the same focus fabric or make it scrappy. If doing a scrappy
version, I suggest that you stick with one color but different prints. This works well when you’re
designing a reversible quilt and you can’t see the other side!
30 – 11” fabric squares – use a complimentary color that works well with the above fabric.
Note that I say an 11” square but if 10 ½” or even 10” works better with your fabric then cut
everything to the same size that works for you!
½ yard sashing fabric for the front
½ yard sashing fabric for the back
½ yard of fabric for drunkards path sashing
½ yard of fabric for quilt binding

Class Supplies
Prior to class cut all the squares of batting and fabric. You will need about 10 each of batting, fabric 1
and fabric 2 and all the sashing fabric.

1. Sewing Machine with zig-zag stitch and free motion capabilities
2. Basic sewing supplies
3. Thread to match the sashing fabric; thread to machine quilt; clear thread if you have it. Bring choices!
4. Sewing machine needle – size 90/14, Microtex or Top Stitch…bring extras!
5. Cutting mat and rotary cutter with a new blade
6. 12” and 9 ½” square rotary ruler – if you have both, if not bring what you have!
7. 24” rotary ruler to cut strips on your mat.
8. Walking foot, free motion foot and ¼” foot for your machine
9. Quilting gloves (optional but helps)
10. Bias Tape Maker: these are not essential but if you have them they will make the project a little
easier. Sizes we can use are: 1”(25mm) and ¾ “(18mm). These are available in a set of four sizes at
JoAnns and you can use a coupon.
11. Drunkard path ¼ circle acrylic templates IF YOU HAVE ANY! I have a half dozen or so to share!

